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Guan Yin Zi is a Daoist philosopher in Pre-Qin. He was called “erudite immortal”
in Zhuang Zi and his major idea was summed up as “Guan Yin valuing purity” in
the book Lv's Commentaries of History. Guan Yin Zi's philosophy is characterized
by valuing Dao, Purity, Tranquility and Non-Interference. He advocated non-
desire, supple and weak to make one’s mind empty and still. Being unmoved,
non-interference, concentrated in one’s nature, defending and nourishing pure Qi,
full of virtue and connect with the divine force that created the universe, one could
realize and comprehend the perfect and immaterial Dao. The Records of the
Great Historian says that Guan Yin Zi learned from Laozi and asked Laozi to write
the book Dao De Jing. Many biographies of immortals have elaborated this story,
which said Guan Yin Zi, named Xi, surnamed Yin, was respectfully called “Master
Wenshi” in that “since Xi, Dao De Jing began to hand down and circulate through
the world”.
The Book of Han records that “Guan Yin Zi, 9 chapters”, but later catalogue in Sui
Tang and early Song Dynasty doesn’t record it. It appeared again in Catalogue of
Suichutang by You Mao and Catalogue and Remark of Zhizhai by Chen Zhensun
in late Song Dynasty. Though there are stories of Tang dynasty in today’s Guan
Yin Zi, by comparison with the thrust of “Guan Yin valuing purity”, a great deal of
Pre-Qin ideological content can be found in the Guan Yin Zi. And the style of
Guan Yin Zi is also close to the ancient books in Pre-Qin. From a large number of
material about "Guan Yin Zi" and “Wen Shi” in the historical records and Taoist
Canon, it could say that Guan Yin Zi's deeds have been deeply rooted among the
people in Tang Dynasty, and he has gained lofty status in Daoism. Accordingly, it
can be speculated that the Guan Yin Zi is compiled by the Taoist in the late Tang














There are four complete Commentaries of Guan Yin Zi after it re-appeared in the
late Tang Dynasty: Hidden Meaning of Wenshi Jing by Chen Xianwei in the
Southern Song, Explaining the Mysterious of Guan Yin Zi by Du Daojian in the
Song and Yuan, the Commentary of Wenshi Jing by Niu Daochun in the Yuan
Dynasty and Explanation of Wenshi Jing by Wang Yiqing in the Ming Dynasty.
Annotations for the same work in different dynasties will bring traces of history
and ideas of each dynasty, which you can glimpse into the ideological trends and
history of Daoism.
Chen Xianwei is a Taoist and an Inner Alchemy master in the Southern Song.
There are two characteristics of the development of Daoism in the Southern Song
Dynasty: the unprecedented development of the Inner Alchemy and the further
development of the Integration of the Three Doctrines, which have a great
influence to the book Hidden Meaning of Wenshi Jing by Chen Xianwei too. The
book quotes Laozi and Zhuangzi, inner alchemy classics and Confucianism and
Buddhism view to establish its own theory of Dao and theory of mind and spiritual
nature, on which Chen elaborated his thinking of the inner alchemy.
Du Daojian is a Taoist master in the Song and Yuan dynasties. He attaches
importance to Taoism construction, monastic rule system, learning of the Taoist
Classical, so the Daoism became prosperous under his administration. When the
forces of Yuan Dynasty attacked the Southern Song Dynasty, he risked his life to
plead to save the innocent people and had an audience with the emperor of Yuan
Dynasty to expound his political thought. There are two content of Explaining the
Mysterious of Guan Yin Zi: First, the theory of mind and spiritual nature, in
response to the great concern for mental and physical destination of the people in
the time of turmoil; second, the theory of the King's Dao, in response to Yuan
Dynasty rulers’ urgent requirements of the long-term stability. Because of the














Niu Daochun is a Quanzhen Taoist in Yuan Dynasty. His Commentary of Wenshi
Jing regards Dao as complete perfection and it’s purpose is complete
enlightenment. It discusses a series of theories of mind and spiritual nature, such
as Dao is real emptiness, no obstruction between essence and function, original
mind is pure and tranquil and lack of existence of an inherent self, Dao is inherent
and should be realized by one’s mind, spiritual nature may be intelligent or slow-
witted so the realization of Dao could be fast or slow, and so on. It has a very
prominent feature of uniting Zen with Dao.
Wang Yiqing is a Taoist in Ming Dynasty. His Explanation of Wenshi Jing carries
the theory of no mind, no existence of an inherent self and full development of
human nature. He thinks that Real Mind is mindless and Real Self is selfless, so
the process of cultivating Dao should be forget emotions to be mindless, get
renaturation, get full development of one’s nature and realize Dao. The key to the
process is Spontaneity and Non-Interference. Although blending the Three
Doctrines, his theory of Mind and Spiritual Nature is aimed on Dao.
From the study of Guan Yin Zi and its four Commentaries, it can be seen that
there is very theory of Mind and Spiritual Nature in Guan Yin Zi in Pre-Qin, which
is one of the sources of the Taoist theory of Mind and Spiritual Nature. Guan Yin
Zi and the four commentaries show that Daoism absorbed the Buddhism and
Confucianism’s theory of Mind and Spiritual Nature in the process of
development, it finally established a theory of Mind and Spiritual Nature that
integrating the Three Doctrines and aiming to Dao.
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